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Abstract-Existence of wavefronts for discrete two-dimensional evolution models involving diifu- 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we investigate the existence of wave solutions for some two-dimensional discrete 
diffusion models depending nonlinearly on the ‘discrete gradients’. 
We will study a simple model for the evolution of edge dislocations in crystals (see [1,2] for 
details on the derivation and physics of these models) 
dzLi,j 
at = ~i-l,j - 2ui,j + ui+i,j -I- A((sin(ui,j_i - ui,j) + sin(ui,j+i - ui,j)). (1) 
Here, ui,j(t) represents the displacement of the atom (i, j) in the z direction and the parameter 
A > 0 measures the width of the dislocation core. Many models with a similar structure can be 
found in the physical literature, (see, for instance, [3,4]). 
Heal dislocations move only when the applied force is larger than a critical value. For small 
forces, dislocations remain stationary, We prove that model (1) admits stationary solutions 
corresponding to steady dislocations under a small (or zero) applied force in the z direction. 
When we increase the value of thii shear force, numerical simulations show that the dislocation 
pattern moves at a certain speed in the z direction. This suggests the existence of discrete 
travelling waves for (1). 
Most known results on wavefront solutions in diffusion systems refer to reaction difl’usion sys- 
terns. In these cases, fronts or pulses are trajectories in an appropriate phase space which join 
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zeros of the nonlinear reactive source terms. For continuous systems, many analytical resti are 
available: see [5] for traveling fronts for the heat equation with source term nonlinearit&, [6] for 
traveling fronts in the FitzHugh Nagumo system, [7] for two-dimensional fronts in combustion 
systems . . . . For discrete systems, few analytical results are available and evidence of the exis- 
tence of discrete traveling waves is mainly provided by numerical simulations. In [8], SOme criteria 
for pinning or propagation of fronts are stated for discrete one-dimensional heat equations with 
cubic nonlinearites. In [9], Zinner proves existence of traveling fronts for such equations. In [lo], 
pinning and propagation phenomena are studied for discrete drift diffusion equations modeling 
semiconductor superlattices. 
Whereas in reaction diffusion syst@ns, source terms are responsible for the existence of non- 
linear wavefronts, in (l), fronts arise due to the nonlinearity in the gradients. We are not aware 
of any previous results on wavefront existence for this kind of diffusion model. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prove comparison principles and estab- 
lish existence results for (1). In Section 3, we apply these results to the study of pinning and 
propagation phenomena when external shear forces are applied. 
2. MAXIMUM PRINCIPLES AND 
GENERAL EXISTENCE RESULTS 
Let us denote l2 = {ri,j E W 1 ‘&EZ l”li,j12 < co}. The following existence result holds. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let &,j be such that 
Pi+l,j - W&j + Pi-1,j E 12, SWi,j+l - Pi,j) + SWij-1 - P&j> E 12. (2) 
Let ai,j be SU& that ai,j = pi,j when [iI + Ijl 2 k, for some k, and ai,j is bounded for Ii1 + ljl < k. 
Then, there is a unique global solution Ui,j(t) to (1) S&I that ui,j(O) = ai,j and ui,j(t) - @i,j 
E 12, vt > 0. 
PROOF. If ui,j is to be a solution of (1) with initial datum ai,j, then vi,j = ui,j - @i,j must satisfy 
vi,j(O) = ai,j - & E i2 and 
vi,j =vi+l,j - 2vi,j + v+l,j+(Pi+l,j - 2&j+&l,j)+A (sin(vi,j+l - vi,j) cos(&+l - &j) 
+ Sin(Vi,j-1 - V&j) CoS(Pi,j-1 - P&j) + (CoS(Vi,j+l - V&j) - 1) Sin(Pi,j+l - P&j) (3) 
+ (COS(Vi,j_1 - Vij) - 1) SiI@,j_l - &,j) sin@, z ~+l - P&j) + SWi,j-1 - P&j)). 
This is an initial value problem in l2 with a Lispchitz nonlinearity in 12. Thus, a unique global 
solution vi,j(t) E l2 exists and Ui,j = vi,j + &,j is a solution of (1) with Ui,j(t) - bi,j E 12. d 
For solutions Ui,j of (1) such that (ui,j+l - ui,j)(t) takes values in the intervals where the 
function sin(s) is increasing, that is 
(%,j+l - Ui,j)(t) E U [-f + 2m, 5 + 21as] , Vi,jEZ, t20, (4) 
WCZ 
we prove energy identities and maximum principles. Existence of steady solutions is as follows. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Ui,j(t) be a solution to (1) with Qi,j,Pi,j a~ in Theorem 2.1 and such that (4) 
holds. As t + CO, Ui,j(t) tends to a limit si,j which is a steady sol&on to (1). 
PROOF. Define Wi,j(t) =ai,j(t + T) - ui,j(t) for some T > 0. Then, 
$ (@J@)12) = i,j - C((“i+l,j - w&j)(t))2 - C(Sin((w,j+l - W,j>(t + 7)) i,j (5) 
-Sin((%j+i - Ui,j)(t)))((Ui,j+l - ui,j)(t + 7)) - (N,j+l - U&j)(t)) 5 0. 
This implies wi,j (t) - 0 as t + 00 for every i, j. In conclusion, ui,j(t) tends to a limit si,j as 
t + 00 for every i, j and Si,j is a steady solution to (1). I 
TO ensure the existence of nontrivial steady solutions, we need to control the behavior for & j 
large. We can do so by means of sub and supersolutions. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let Ui,j(t) be a solution to (1) satisfying (4). Let us assume that a subsolution 
I and a supersolution Q(t) for (1) satisfying (4) exist 
& L ~i+l j - 2gi j + s-1 j + A (sin (ai j+l - gi j) + sin (&,j-1 - g&j)) , (6) 
$i,j 2 %+l,j - ‘Z&,j + Vi-lj + A (sin (ai,;+ - Ei,;) + sin (Q,j_l - ~i,j)) , (7) 
S&I that ui,j(t) C Q(t) and 
l&j(O) < %,j(O) < K,j(O), when /iI 5 N, Ijl 5 N, (8) 
li,j(t) < u&j(t) < G,j(t), Vt, when (iI = N, Ijl 5 N, and Ijl = N, lil 5 N, (9) 
for some N E M. Then 
l&,j(t) < u&j(t) < C,j(t), vt > 0, lil I N, Ijl 5 iv. 00) 
PROOF. Set h,,j = Ui,j - ~~,j. For some aij, bid, ci,j, di,j > 0, we have 
h:,j > ai,j(hi+l,j - hi,j) + bi,j(hi-l,j - hi,j) + Q,j(hi,j+l - h<,j) + di,j(hi,j-l - hi,j), 
since we work in the region where sinus function is increasing. Thus, h,,j attains its minimum in 
([iI 5 N} x {ljl 5 N} x (0 5 t 5 T} at the ‘parabolic boundary’ {t = O}U{lil = N}u(ljl = IV), 
where hi,j 2 0. On the contrary, let us assume that the minimum is attained at (io, jo, to) E 
([iI < N} x {ljl < N} x (0 < t 5 T}. Then, h:,,j,(to) 5 0 and 
If inequality (11) is strict, we have a contradiction. Otherwise, hb,j,+l = hio,j, = hi,,j,_l = 
hi,+l,j, = hi,_l,j, and we conclude that h,,j(t) is constant. AS a consequence, ui,j(t) > gi,j(t). 
In Etn analogous way, we get T&j(t) < &,j(t)a I 
REMARK 2.1. Lemma 2.2 extends to infinite (L = Z2) or exterior (L = Z2 - {/iI 2 N} x (ljl 
5 N}) lattices if (8) holds for all (i,j) E L and (9) is replaced (respectively, supplemented) with 
l&,j(t) < %,j(t) < c&j(t) for lil + Ijl - 00, for all t > 0. It is enough to apply Lemma 2.2 for 
finite lattices and let the size of the lattice tend to infinity. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let ui,j(t) be the solution of (1) constructed in Theorem 2.1. Let us assume that 
a steady subsolution ~i,j and a steady supersolution Ei,j for (1) are known SUCK that gi,j < ‘iii,j 
ad (8) holds. Let US Z&O assume that (4) holds for ui,j(t), gi,j, Q,j, and ai,j < pi,j < Ei,j for 
li( + ljl large and pi,j satisfying (2). Then, 
&,j < U&j(t) < G,j, vt > 0. 0% 
The limiting steady solution si,j to (1) satisfies ;iii,j 2 si,j 1 gid. Moreover, if 
(13) 
then, si,j - &,j as Ii/ + ljl 4 00. 
PROOF. To get the bound in terms of sub and supersolutions, we solve (1) in finite lattices 
LN = (14 I Aq x {UI 5 NJ, with N large. Let urj be the solution of (1) in LN with initial 
data ai,9 and boundary conditions UT’ = &j for lil = iV or Ijl = N. By Lemma 2.2, si,j < 
@j(t) < T&j, for {Iii < N) X (IjI < N} and t > 0. Thus, lU&(t)l < Ki,j,I$$-(t)( < Ki,j for 
t > 0, N E El, i, j E Z and some Ki,j > 0 independent of IV, t. For (i, j) fixed, the sequence uTj 
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is equicontinuous in t E (0, T] for all T > 0 and {$“(t)} NeN is relatively compact for every t. By 
Ascoli-Arsela’s theorem, we extract a subsequence ~$(~“)(t) tending pointwise to some ~~,~(t) 
as Nk(i,j) + 00. To get a uniformly valid Nk, we use a diagonal extraction procedure. The 
set N x lV is countable. Thus, we replace the set of indexes (a, j) E El x N with m E N and we 
have a subsequence ~2~~) (t) tending to urn(t) as Nk(m) + co. We take each Nk(m) to be a 
subsequence of Nk(m - 1). Choosing the diagonal sequence Nk(k), we get UC;@)(~) -+ Ui,j (t) 
as N&(k) + 00. This limit Ui,j is the solution to (1) constructed in Theorem 2.1 and satisfies 
~~,j < ui,j(t) < Ei,j for all t. Note that (13) implies that for any e > 0, one can choose M(E) 
large enough to have [u&(t) - /3i,jI < E uniformly in ]i] + ]j] > M(E), N > M(e), t > 0. As in 
Lemma 2.1, we pass to the limit as t + co and obtain the results for the steady solution si,j. m 
We want to solve (1) with initial data behaving at infinity like the elastic far field of an edge 
dislocation: the angle function, in our context. We choose the branch 0 with values in [0,27r) 
and set 9tj = e(i + 0.5, (j + 0.5)/a). &,j(A, F) = dtj + Fj satisfies (2). Physical restrictions 
impose that A is a parameter of order one, say A E (0.1, 10). When A > 1 and F is small, 
/%,j+l(A,F) - fii,j(A, F) E (-T + 6, g - 6) , if j # -1 or j = -1, i 5 0, (14) 
Pi,j+l(A, F) - &(A, J’) + 2~ E 
( 
-t + 6, : - 6) 7 if j = -1, i > 0, (15) 
for some 6 > 0 and we choose ai,j(A, F) = &(A,F). When A I 1, (14),(15) fail at a few 
central points and we slightly modify &(A, F) in that region to obtain an initial data Qi,j(A, F) 
satisfying (14),(15) everywhere, for F small. For such initial data, we are able to prove that 
(Ui,j+i - Ui,j)(t) takes values in the region where the sinus function is increasing and all the 
previous results in this section apply. The main difficulties come from the fact that our data 
generate a jump from 0 to 2~ at j = 0. The fact that sina: is periodic allows us to overcome this 
difficulty. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let ui~(t) be a solution of (1) with initial data ai,j(A, F) defined above. Then 
U&j(t) satisfies (14),(X) for every t > 0. 
PROOF. Our oi,j(A, F) has been selected ensuring that the hypotheses in Theorem 2.1 and 
conditions (14),(15) hold. Thus, a solution ui,j to (1) with ui,j(t) - pi,j(A,F) E Z2 exist. The 
equations for Wif = Ui,j+l - Uij are 
w:,j = (Wi+l,j - Wi,j) + (Wi-l,j - Wi,j) + A ((sin(wi,j+i) - sin(wa,j)) 
+(sin(Wi,j-1) - Sin(Wi,j))) , (16) 
‘W(O) = ai,j+l(A F) - ai,j(A, F). 
Set I = (-7r/2 + 6,7r/2 - 6). We need to check 
W&-l + 2n E I, ifi>O, wi,j E I elsewhere. (17) 
Assume that at time to >,O, either the value n/2 - 6 or -n/2 + 6 is attained for the first time 
at a point (ic,je) which must, therefore, be a maximum or a minimum, except for jc = -l,O, 
ic 2 0. For simplicity, we assume that the neighbours satisfy (17). To fix ideas, suppose that 
the conditions fail at (ie, jc) because the value 7r/2 - b is attained. If jc # 0 and jc # -1, 
.(16) implies w:,,~,, < 0. The same holds for jc = 0 or jo = -1 when ic 5 0. If jo = 0 with 
irJ > 0, wiO,- i enters the equation through the sinus and (17) implies w:,,~,, < 0. When jc = -1 
with ic > 1, (17) implies again w:,,~,, < 0. Thus, (17) cannot fail at those points. Let us assume 
that (17) hold everywhere for t 5 to except at the point is = 1, jo = -1 at t = to. Then, energy 
identities and comparison principles analogous to those in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 hold. For (i,j) 
on the boundary of LN = {Ii/ 5 N X (jl 5 N}, N > 2 fixed, and t E [&to], mi,j 2 wi,j(t) 5 
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Mi,j with mid, Mi,j taking V&ES in the region where the S~IIUS function is increasing. We 
construct sub and supersolutions for (16) in LN of the form ai,j+l(A, F) - ai,j(A, F) f ~(jil” + 1) 
for c > 0 small and an integer n to be adequately selected depending on A and E. Then, 
lwl,-i(t) - (oi,o(AF) - CY+I(A,F))I 5 2~ for t 5 t 0. For E small enough, this prevents (1.7) 
from failing at to. 
3. PINNING AND PROPAGATION PHENOMENA 
In this section, we generate steady solutions to (1) representing steady edge dislocations (see 
Figure la). 
(a) Schematic edge dislocation. 
Figure 1. 
(b) Left, usual two dimensional. 
We are interested in fronts with the following structure: for j 1 0, ui,j decreases from 7~ to 0 
as i goes from -cc to 00 but, for j < 0, Ui,j increases from x to 2n as i goes from -oo to 00. 
Note that in reaction diffusion two-dimensional equations, one usually looks for fronts which look 
like a collection of similar kinks, see Figure lb. 
To generate our fronts, we solve the evolution problem (1) with initial conditions oi,j (A, F) 
defined in the previous section. t9 + Fj is the elastic far field corresponding to an edge dislocation 
bearing an applied shear force in the CC direction. This continuous field has a singularity in the 
gradients, which is smoothed out by the discrete evolution model. Steady front solutions are 
expected for F small (corresponding to steady edge dislocations) and travelling wave solutions 
for F large (corresponding to moving dislocation). The corresponding long time limits are trivial 
piecewise constant solutions when the profile ui,j(t) propagates in the z direction. To avoid 
propagation, we need to find convenient sub and supersolutions, which guarantee a nontrivial 
behavior at infinity. For F.= 0 or F small, functions of the form 
~~,j = ai,j(A, F) - E 
1 
1 - =ai,j(A,F)+E 
J_ 
(16) 
satisfy (6),(7) for {i2 + j2 2 N} provided e 1 E(N) with c(N) N 1/N2. By slightly modifying 
the values near i = 0, j = 0, we get global sub and supersolutions ~~,j, ?&,j with c = 1. By 
Theorem 2.2, the solutionupli,j(t) of (1) with initial data cti,j(A, F) satisfies (12) and its long time 
limit si,j is a steady solution to (1) satisfying Ei,j 2 Si,j 2 s,~. Such sub and supersolutions 
block propagation and keep the distortion in the lattice in a fixed position. Moreover, for N 
large and (i2 + j2 1 N}, ~,j 2 si,j 1 ?li’,j with E N 1/N2. Therefore, for 6 smaii, steady front 
solutions to (1) exist which can be identified with steady edge d&cations under zero or small 
shear force in the z direction. 
Figure 2b shows a numerical simulation of the steady fronts generated by thii procedure when 
A = 0.3 and F = 0. Figure 2a shows the corresponding distortion (edge dislocation) in the lattice 
When F # 0, &(A, F) is unbounded, but the differences (which are the quantities enter- 
ing the equations) are just slightly perturbed: /3i+l,j(A, F) - &(A, F) do not depend on F, 
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&+1(4 F) - &(A F) = @,A,+1 - ecj + F. We can solve (1) with such unbounded behavior at 
infinity or, equivalently, write Ui,j = vi,j + Fj and solve 
vi,j = vi-l,j - 2vi,j + vi+r,j + A(sin(vi,j_r - vi,j - F) + sin(vi,j+r - ui,j + F)) , (193 
with bounded data. Now, the applied force enters the equation as a small parameter. We choose 
this second procedure for numerical computations. Numerical simulations of (19) in finite lattices 
taking as initial data the steady solution for F = 0 and boundary condition &,j (A, F) show that 
for F small, the dislocation in Figure 2 remains steady. For F large enough (depending on A, 
but not on the size of the lattice), the ‘dislocation’ glides to the right (F > 0) or left (F < 0) 
at a certain speed. The profiles for Ui,j, j f’ixed, are increasing kinks when j is negative and 
decreasing kinks when j is positive. When F > 0 is large enough, the profiles in Figure 2b move 
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to the right with a definite speed, uniformly in j. This suggests the existence of travelling waves. 
When F c 0 is large enough, the profiles move uniformly to the left. 
As a final remark, we emphasize that real lattices are finite, ss the lattices used for simulations. 
The interest of studying analytically the dynamics of dislocations in infinite lattices comes from 
the possibility of identifying dislocations with wavefronts and then formulating more complex 
problems of dislocation interaction as wavefront interaction problems. 
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